Honeywell rth6580wf wiring diagram

Promotion applies to the item value before taxes. This product is sold exclusively through our
Professional Partners. Use the Find A Pro link below to locate one in your area. You can monitor
and adjust heating and cooling usage, stay on top of indoor humidity levels, and automatically
receive email alerts related to safety, comfort and energy. The app works with a wide range of
popular connected devices. Knowing your home's wiring can make a difference. Follow these
step-by-step instructions to identify if your current wiring is compatible with this thermostat.
Professional installations gets professional results. Find an authorized professional near you to
complete your installation. The WiFi 7-Day Programmable Thermostat has a large easy-to-read
display and can be adjusted through your smartphone or tablet for convenience. Requires a pro
for pricing Toggle This product is sold exclusively through our Professional Partners. Go to
support. Buy Now. Product Overview. You have your own schedule and routine, and it doesn't
always align with your thermostat. Download the free app to your smartphone or tablet for
virtual access to your thermostat. From your connected device, you can program â€” or
reprogram â€” on the fly. Either way, it puts the comfort and energy savings in your hands. Take
It All With You. One of the Family. Love your existing devices? We do, too. Our products, apps
and services play well with others so you can make home a little more harmonious. See how we
support your home and fit into your life. View All View Less. Is Your Home Compatible? Check
Compatibility. Get Started. See how it's done. Compare With Similar Products. Wi-Fi 7-Day
Programmable Thermostat. T9 Smart Thermostat with Sensor. Wi-Fi Color Touchscreen
Thermostat. Related Products. Add to cart Find a pro Find a retailer. It only takes a minute to
sign up. The current installation does not have a C wire. So I have run an extra wire and am now
confused as to where to connect it. There is a 24VAC connection and a common connection.
Comments say that the C wire provides 24VAC. I had the exact same problem. The 24volt term
seemed to test 24 volts with the red wire and the COM tested 24 with the white. It was wired with
thermostat wires at Taco right red and left white. Wire all "common" wires to the COM terminal
and reverse white and red on thermostat. I did not want to rewire the TACO. This worked
perfect. As with you, my old thermostat only needed 2 wires, and the wiring to it was a harness
that only had 3 three wires in it, 1 of which wasn't being used. Since I am not using a 'C' wire off
of the rely for the circulation pump, but instead I am using the external 24 VAC transformer, It
was crucial for me to remove the jumper on the thermostat's terminal connections that had
been bridging the 'R' and 'Rc' connections. Since there are 3 heating zones in my house, the 24
VAC transformer can function as the power source for all 3 thermostats, but I can't comment on
the limit of how many thermostats are able to function from the single unit. I suggest you look at
either diagram in the URL below. I had a 2 wire thermostat; disconnecting the thermostat I
noticed that there were 2 extra wires wrapped and unused. It was 4 wire with colors of red,
white, green and blue. The transformer is small enough to fit in an electrical outlet box. I have
installed two thermostats this way and it works very well. There is a diagram on the taco web
site that describes a simple configuration that lets you connect a 3wire WiFi thermostat
requiring a "c" terminal without external 24v power supplies etc. The thermostat terminals on
the SR Are labeled "X" and "X", suggesting it makes no difference which terminal you put red or
which terminal you put white on. However in the three wire configuration, it is essential that
white is on the left and red is on the right. Then attach the "C" wire to the "common" terminal on
the SR â€” and you should be good to go. You will need at lease three wires. My controller is a
Taco 6 zone controller. W wire from the controller to the W terminal on the thermostat. Red wire
to the R terminal on the thermostat. The third wire will go from the common terminal at the
24VAC terminal in the controller to the C terminal in the thermostat. Honeywell's customer
service gave me a different configuration that did not work. This setup worked like a charm.
Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Asked 6
years, 5 months ago. Active 10 months ago. Viewed 17k times. Color me puzzled Any guidance?
Improve this question. Ralph Pass Ralph Pass 11 1 1 gold badge 1 1 silver badge 2 2 bronze
badges. C is usually common similar to a ground and uses a black wire. Are you sure you don't
have a C wire? This answer might be helpful. This one too. Add a comment. Active Oldest
Votes. Improve this answer. Jeff Jeff 21 2 2 bronze badges. Hello, and welcome to Home
Improvement. Thanks for the answer; keep 'em coming. And, you should probably take our tour
so you'll know the details of contributing here. Kev Flanagan Kev Flanagan 11 1 1 bronze badge.
And, you should probably take our tour so you'll know how best to contribute here. Niall C.
Harry Salibian Harry Salibian 1. Josuf Blohe Josuf Blohe 1. Do you have a link to that diagram?
John John 1. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using
Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on
Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor.
Linked Related 4. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. You can control it from anywhere in
the house or anywhere in the world. Control your indoor temperature settings with the touch of

a button by downloading the free app to monitor your heating and cooling systems from your
laptop, tablet or smartphone. We get it. You have your own schedule and routine, and it doesn't
always align with your thermostat. Download the free app via your smartphone or tablet for
virtual access to your thermostat. From your connected device, you can program or reprogram
on the fly. Gain control over their connected devices from anywhere at any time through the
Total Connect Comfort App. You can monitor and adjust heating and cooling usage, stay on top
of indoor humidity levels, and automatically receive email alerts related to safety, comfort and
energy. The app works with a wide range of popular connected devices. The thermostat was
easy to install and works perfectly with the Total Connect Comfort app which is not the same as
the Total Connect app we use for our security system on our phones. We can easily control the
heating or cooling even if were not home. My husband drilled a hole just above the baseboard
and threaded the wire from the thermostat down to the hole. We then plugged the adapter into
an outlet that was luckily only about 15 inches away. Easy to install, works like a dream.
Wireless was not hard to incude and set up. Great upgrade. I had a standard Honeywell
thermostat before and upgrade with this unit. Wi-fi is great as you can control temperature
settings via the app it just took a little while to get set up and registered. I've had it a little over a
year and has worked well. So far good. Brought this to replace my other Honeywell. So far it
seems to be working like it supposed too. Easy setup except the Wifi will take a little more time
to figure out. Love Honeywell. I love the Honeywell Thermostat. I have one now.. I wanted one
with wi fi but my system is not updated to have it. But amazing product. Availability: In Stock.
Product Details. If you are interested in ordering a large quantity of items you may qualify for
volume pricing discounts. Volume Discount Pricing is a great way for customers to save big on
large, bulk orders of most items available in our store. Please send a bulk order request to our
friendly sales staff so they may create a quote and provide personal service for your order! You
will receive a response within business days and our office hours are Monday through Friday,
8am-5pm CST. Get a detailed quote from a dedicated sales rep. Our warehouse ships directly to
you. Easy to install and use. Works just as described! Send A Request Now. Direct From
Warehouse Pricing. Quick Links. Table of Contents. User Guide Wi-Fi Touchscreen. Page 4 This
thermostat works on 24 volt systems. This thermostat contains a Lithium battery which may
contain Perchlorate material. Perchlorate Materialâ€”special handling may apply. See Portions
of this display will change depending on how you are viewing it. To change settings, simply
press the appropriate area lightly with your finger. Message center Wi-Fi status Inside Displayed
while connecting to the Wi-Fi network. Displayed after connecting to the Wi-Fi network. Page 9
Message center messages Displayed when the thermostat is registered at
mytotalconnectcomfort. Wi-Fi signal strength. Displayed when the thermostat is connected to
the Wi-Fi network and registered at mytotalconnectcomfort. Page Preset Energy-Saving
Schedules Preset energy-saving schedules This thermostat is pre-set with energy-saving
program settings for four time periods. Savings may vary depending on geographic region and
usage. Page Installation Setting up your thermostat Setting up your Wi-Fi programmable
touchscreen thermostat is easy. It is preprogrammed and ready to go as soon as it is installed
and registered. Install your thermostat. Connect it to your home wireless network. Register
online for remote access. Before you begin, you may want to watch a brief installation video.
Page 13 Installing your thermostat 2 Remove old thermostat. If you have an older thermostat
with a sealed mercury tube, turn to page 2 Remove the old for proper disposal instructions.
Take a picture of the wires on your old thermostat for later reference. Page 14 Installing your
thermostat 3 Label wires. Use the supplied sticky tags to label each wire as you disconnect it.
Label wires according to the old thermostat terminal designations, not by wire color. Blank tags
Note: If no tag matches a wire terminal label, write the terminal label on a blank tag. Page 15
Installing your thermostat 4 Remove wallplate. Finger holds Remove the old wallplate from the
wall Thermostat after all wires have been labeled and disconnected. On your new thermostat,
grasp the finger holds on the top and bottom of the wallplate with one hand and the thermostat
front with the other hand. Page 16 Installing your thermostat 6 Mount wallplate for Wi-Fi
thermostat. Mount your new wallplate using screws and anchors included with the Wallplate
thermostat. The C, or common, wire brings 24 VAC power to the thermostat. Many older
mechanical or battery operated thermostats do not require a C wire. Page Wiring Installing your
thermostat Wiring conventional system Remove metal jumper if you have both 7A Connect
wires. See alternate wiring key on pages 20â€” Wire Wi-Fi thermostat to your heat pump. You
must have a C wire. See page See key to â€” on page If your old thermostat had both R and RH
wires, remove metal jumper. Do not use K terminal. If your old thermostat had both V and VR
wires, check wifithermostat. If your old thermostat had separate O and B wires, attach the B
wire to the C terminal. If another wire is attached to the C terminal, check wifithermostat. Page
24 Installing your thermostat 8 Install battery. Insert the coin cell battery included , observing

the correct polarity. Thermostat interior M ESâ€” Page 25 Installing your thermostat 9 Attach
thermostat to wallplate. Wallplate Align the thermostat to the wallplate and then snap into place.
M ESâ€” Page 27 Installing your thermostat 11 Set date and time. Year Touch buttons to change
displayed time and date. Press and hold a button to quickly change a setting. Month Time ESâ€”
Page 31 Connecting to your Wi-Fi network 2 Join your home network. This is helpful in areas
with a lot of networks. Page 33 Connecting to your Wi-Fi network 3 Make sure your thermostat
is connected. Notice the thermostat message center. Use the following steps. In an Internet
browser, on your wireless device, open the Total Connect Comfort web site:
mytotalconnectcomfort. Page 35 Registering your thermostat online 2 Login or create an
account. If you have an account, click Login â€” or â€” click Create An Account 2a Follow the
instructions on the screen. Check your email for an activation message from My Total Connect
Comfort. Registered Trademark. Page 38 Registering your thermostat online Your thermostat
will display wireless signal strength. You can now control your thermostat from anywhere
through your laptop, tablet, or smartphone. You can advance the time more quickly by holding
the MORE buttons. Note: You should never need to adjust the real-time clock; The selected
option blinks. Your selection appears under FAN. ON: Fan is always on. AUTO: Fan runs only
when the heating or cooling system is on. You may need to press two or three times to Inside
make a selectionâ€”the selected option blinks. DONE 3 Press to save setting. Screen displays
day MORE buttons at top. Page Overriding Schedules Temporarily Overriding schedules
temporarily 1 On the home screen, press immediately adjust the temperature. This will turn off
the program schedule. Page Setting Vacation Hold Setting vacation hold Use this function to
suspend the program schedule Inside while you are away for an extended period. Hold Until 2
Press to set the time of day you want the schedule to resume on the day you return. Page
Setting Filter Reminder Intervals Setting filter reminder intervals If activated during installation,
the filter reminder Inside alerts you with a message above the time when it is time to replace
your filter. The screen will remain locked for 30 seconds so you can clean the screen without
changing MORE any settings. Inside 2 Change setting to 0 see page Page Compressor
Protection Compressor protection This feature forces the compressor to wait a few minutes
before restarting, to prevent equipment damage. Page Auto Changeover Auto changeover This
feature is used in climates where both air conditioning and heating are used on the same day.
When the system is set to AUTO, the thermostat automatically selects heating or cooling
depending on the indoor temperature. Heat and cool settings must be at least 3 degrees apart.
Page Setting Functions And Options Setting functions and options You can change options for
a number of system functions. Available functions depend on the type of system you have. The
functions, designated with four-digit numbers, along with available options are described on
pages 52â€” Setting function for a heat pump will adjust the default settings. See page 51 for
instructions. Page 55 System setup How do I change time and date settings? Type Heat only
with fan: Gas, oil or electric heat without central air If you are not sure of Gas or oil heat: Use
this setting if you have a gas or oil heating system Heating Fan system controls fan operation.
Page 58 System setup What other functions can I change? Page 59 System setup What other
functions can I change? Wi-Fi is on and can be connected to a Wi-Fi network. Q How do I find
the password to my router? The numbers are also included on a card packed with the
thermostat or on the back of the thermostat visible when removed from wallplate. Page 63
Frequently asked questions Q I registered on the Total Connect Comfort website but was unable
to login using my new account. Follow the instructions to activate your account and then login
to the website. Q I have signed up on Total Connect Comfort website and have not received a
confirmation email. Page Troubleshooting Troubleshooting If you have difficulty with your
thermostat, please try the following suggestions. Most problems can be corrected quickly and
easily. Make sure the temperature is set cooling system higher than the Inside temperature.
Make sure the temperature is set lower does not than the Inside temperature. Some older
mechanical or battery operated thermostats may not have this wire connection. It is necessary
for establishing a Wi-Fi connection to your home network. However, there is no guarantee that
Operation is subject to the following two conditions: interference will not occur in a particular
installation. Page 69 Regulatory information Thermostats Section 7. Page Limited Warranty This
warranty does not cover removal or reinstallation costs. This warranty shall not apply if it is
shown by Honeywell that the defect or malfunction was caused by damage which occurred
while the product was in the possession of a consumer. Page 72 Golden Valley, MN
wifithermostat. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Page 76 Este
termostato funciona con sistemas de 24 voltios. Material con perclorato: es posible que deba
aplicarse un tratamiento especial. Visite Configuraciones Configuraciones predeterminadas de
calor Instale su termostato. Utilice las etiquetas adhesivas suministradas para identificar cada
cable a medida que los desconecta. Monte la nueva placa de pared con Placa de pared los

tornillos y anclajes incluidos con el termostato. Debe tener un cable C. Interior del termostato M
ESâ€” M Termostato ESâ€” Hora ESâ€” Observe el Centro de mensajes del Inside termostato.
Siga los siguientes pasos. Por ejemplo: Configure la hora de despertarse a las a. Las funciones
disponibles dependen del tipo de sistema que usted tenga. Print page 1 Print document pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. It only takes a minute to sign up. Questions: 1. Is this right? Can regular
and EM heat work off of the same port? I get all the other wiring matchups I think but what am I
missing? It looks like y1 on old one is Rc on the new one,unsure of this so satisfy yourself
before trying connection based on this observation. Also have you noticed the link between R
and Rc,I would question this. Try asking manufacturer of after market part for advice. STeve uk
Engineer. The instuctions are poor and the terminal markings maybe wrong. Sorry I do not
understand the istructions. I will sleep on it. Had another look,Must say may not be compatible.
Honeywell surprise me,Action to take,do not know. I have not given up,but hold little hope for
success. I am now checking my suggested connections before posting them. Einstein had it
easier. Respect STeve uk. Wire missing. Steve has been called many things,genius is not one of
them. Steve uk. You are missing,Internal diagrams for the controller,and external diagrams for
equipment to be connected to it,also cable overal diagrams. All factors to carry out this project.
I have touched on subjects relating to this before and now have little to add. Do not mix wiring.
All parts of the system may need to be wifi compatible to use wifi controller. Sign up to join this
community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Asked 3 years, 1 month ago.
Active 29 days ago. Viewed 8k times. Scott enter image description here. Improve this question.
Scott S Scott S 11 1 1 silver badge 3 3 bronze badges. That's going to be the key in figuring out
why W2 and E are on separate wires in your setup. Thanks for the quick reply. I can get a pic of
the air handler unit in the attic tomorrow it's night and freezing up there right now. I know it is a
2 year old system and has electric emergency heat. I couldn't find an easy access to all the
wires inside. I did find a wiring diagram on the outside posted here: imgur. Is there another
wiring diagram label on the unit? Or is there a make and model number you can provide for that
matter? I didn't see one. I'd have to take off the whole front panel to get at the wiring inside
hopefully. Can try again tomorrow afternoon. Show 3 more comments. Active Oldest Votes.
Improve this answer. Add a comment. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using
Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never
shown. Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a
new Stacks editor. Related 0. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Honeywell Rthwf Wiring
Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified usual pictorial representation of an electrical circuit.
It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the aptitude and signal
contacts in the company of the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives suggestion very nearly
the relative viewpoint and covenant of devices and terminals on the devices, to back up in
building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would deed more detail of the mammal
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize
interconnections higher than physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to make certain that all the connections have been made and that
anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams doing the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use standard symbols for wiring
devices, usually substitute from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols
not by yourself play a part where something is to be installed, but then what type of device is
mammal installed. For example, a surface ceiling roomy is shown by one symbol, a recessed
ceiling light has a swap symbol, and a surface fluorescent roomy has option symbol. Each type
of switch has a rotate tale and thus complete the various outlets. There are symbols that
achievement the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of
wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to embrace connection of
the dwelling to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will afterward affix panel
schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as
flame alarm or closed circuit television or further special services. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept

Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Forgot your Password? We welcome your comments and suggestions. All
information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for
non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle
navigation subscribe. Log in. Remember Me? By logging into your account, you agree to our
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy , and to the use of cookies as described therein. Login with
Facebook Log in. Forgot Password? New Posts. Today's Posts. Community Member List.
Forum Actions Mark Forums Read. Quick Links View Forum Leaders. Thread Tools. There are 3
zones controlled by Taco valves. About 2 years ago I replaced the old round Honeywell
thermostats with Honeywell RTHB's, both used only 2 wires a red and a white, the red is
attached to terminal 1 on the and the white to one side of the 24 volt transformer. Terminal 2 of
the is attached to the other side of the 24 volt transformer. The system works fine with both the
round and the B Honeywell's. I place the red wire to the R terminal with a jumper to Rc , the
white wire to the W terminal and nothing works thermostat does not light up. I then add a wire
from the same side of the transformer that the terminal 2 is attached to and terminal C on the
The does not work, no lights, nothing. When I swap the W and C terminals on the the thermostat
works, I can program and connect to it. However when the calls for heat the "Heat ON" notice
shows but the does not open and let hot water flow in the zone. The first time I called Honeywell
had me connect the wires the new common and the red directly and told me since nothing
worked there was something wrong with my system. I told them if I connect the B the system
works fine. They insist there is something wrong with my system and would not assist me
further. The second time I called Honeywell they told me I needed to connect an external 24 V
transformer to C and Rc remove the jumper and would not discuss that if I connect the B the
system works just fine without an external transformer. I am sure I am missing something, but I
just do not believe I cannot make this thermostat work without an external transformer. I have 3
zones and certainly do not want to install 3 external transformers. Any assistance will be
appreciated, and may keep me from returning three 's. View Public Profile. Find all posts by
DrDaveMA. Received 17 Votes on 14 Posts. The 2 wires that your stat has now are R and W.
Your new stat requires R, W and C. Does your boiler have an external transformer or is it
soldered to a control board? If it is soldered to the board, or it is only a 40VA transformer, I
recommend an additional transformer as tech support has already stated. A standard 40VA 24
volt transformer may fall a little short. I would use a single 50 VA or a 75VA 24 volt transformer
to power your 3 stats. Most 75VA Transformers have a built in low voltage breaker. Find all
posts by Houston My system has a external 40 VA transformer. Received 1, Votes on 1, Posts.
With three zone valves and three wifi t'stats Find all posts by PJmax. I want to install two
Honeywell Smart Thermostats. My existing thermostat has on C wire hookup to zone valve
board transformer. Hello all! New here and I've searched high and low but cannot find a definiti
Overloading transformer??? I have a System hot water boiler with baseboard radiators and
running two z I'm hooking up a taco zone valve and in the diagram in the directions it says
Aquastat not sending power to circulating pump. Open Neutral on one circuit. Large shop,
moisture problem, in need of a reasonable solution. Over Door Mirror. Whole house generator,
general questions. DIY install. Condensation on recessed lights. Smoke Detector circuit
permanently on. John Deere Turned over but will not start, backfires. Thermostatic Controls.
Ricky Rosenberg on Jan 10, Hi Brand new user to the forum and to do it yourself in general. I
wanted to build confidence in my home new purchase with installing this unit myself instead of
paying an HVAC technician almost a hundred bucks. I do not have a C wire in my current set up
for my thermostat now. This should be very simple, and I am probably making it more
complicated than it is, especially dealing with something this important. Can someone kindly
tell me exactly how to wire it to use this new thermostat? It would be most appreciated. Thank
You. I wasn't sure where to put the white wire. Any help would be appreciated. THanks John.
Ask a Question. Question Title:. Your question will be posted in:. Almost There! New User?
Back to question. Forgot your Password? We welcome your comments and suggestions. All
information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for
non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle
navigation subscribe. Log in. Remember Me? By logging into your account, you agree to our
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy , and to the use of cookies as described therein. Login with

Facebook Log in. Forgot Password? New Posts. Today's Posts. Community Member List.
Forum Actions Mark Forums Read. Quick Links View Forum Leaders. Thread Tools. Hi all,
Brand new this forum. I just moved the thermostat to a different wall, and pulled a 5-conductor
cable. The only problem is that, per the HVAC company I hired to show me how to clean the
furnace our just bought our first house! I think I'm running a weil mclain boiler cg-4spn. ABout
20 years old, I think. Gas powered hydronic system. I have seen a bunch of utube videos for
using an external transformer when there is no C wire available. Has anyone had luck doing that
with this thermostat? View Public Profile. Find all posts by sirk Received 1, Votes on 1, Posts.
Welcome to the forums. If you take some pictures of your wiring we may be able to locate a C
connection for you. The pictures will help. You can also run that thermostat on a separate 24vac
transformer. You would remove the jumper between Rh and Rc. The boiler connects to W and
Rh. The separate transformer connects to Rc and C. Find all posts by PJmax. Thanks for the
quick response!! Someone on Amazon suggested using a honeywell ATA transformer, mounted
in the boiler Not sure how that would work. I will happily upload some pics. This being my first
house, and it being the depths of winter here, I am a bit hesitant to much around too much with
the boiler need to get more comfortable working with it Long way of saying, I can take some
pics, but may not be comfortable tearing boiler completely apart until the heating season is over
Before I upload the pics, let me try to explain how its wired from the stats. This was an oil-fired
system that was converted to gas at some point. The original zone had thick, fabric covered
two-conductor wire from the stat coming down to the furnace area. The 2nd zone has BX wire
coming from a thermostat in an addition to the house. These two wires are connected with wire
nuts to a five-conductor wire leading to the boiler. Pic Number 1 I'll take more pics in the boiler
and in the control panel shortly. Thanks again! That picture is the correct area but the pic needs
to be bigger. Since you are using a pic hosting site you aren't limited in size. Make it big and
bright. That 24vac plug in wall wart will work fine for you. The person on Amazon said that they
used that transformer Honeywell ATA and tied it in to the power coming in to their boiler, then
ran two conductor wire back the their thermostat. Sounds like an interesting option, that could
avoid the 'wall wart' lol.. I'd forgotten that term Since I already pulled a 5 conductor wire thru the
wall, and am only using two of those, I am wondering if I used that transformer mount it
somewhere in the boiler, hook up to incoming power, then run two conductors from the 24v
side up to that wire nest and then connect it to the 5 conductor wire I just pulled.. At a minimum,
I know that I can get a wifi thermostat to work on my two wire system! I just wonder why
honeywell doesnt advocate that?! You can plug the "wart" in near the boiler and connect to the
5 wire cable. That will work fine. I can't comment on the two wire WiFi thermostat. I don't see
how it can get enough power to sustain operation. The nest does it but it also has issues with
many two wire setups. I meant that, even though I only have 2 wires at the thermostat, with the
help of a wall wart, I can get a wifi thermostat. Installing wifi thermostat to boiler system. Have a
pretty basic Honeywell digital thermostat hooked up to my cottages gas b I have a very simple
heating system and need to replace the old thermosta Thermostat replacement. I just bought a
house and looking to replace my old thermostat with a honeywell Need help wiring thermosta
peugeot 206 haynes manual pdf download
craftsman parts diagram
2000 lexus es300 spark plugs
t on boiler I have WeilMcLain cgmpi boiler. I currently have a honeywell programmable the
Aquastat not sending power to circulating pump. Open Neutral on one circuit. Large shop,
moisture problem, in need of a reasonable solution. Over Door Mirror. Whole house generator,
general questions. DIY install. Condensation on recessed lights. Smoke Detector circuit
permanently on. John Deere Turned over but will not start, backfires. Thermostatic Controls.
Install new Honeywell Thermostat C wire issue. MattRad on Jan 26, I am able to run a new wire
to use as the C wire with no problem, but I am unsure of where to connect it in the terminal
block in the outside unit. Where is the C Common stationary on my white rodgers model 50a51
It requires a C wire that I don't have. I have a free wire that goes to the Furnace. Can I use the
Comm stationary? Pictures are posted in the Heating section. Ask a Question. Question Title:.
Your question will be posted in:. Almost There! New User? Back to question.

